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Sales as Intertemporal Bundling Chun-Hui Miao



Abstract In this paper, we suggest that sales of a durable good can be seen as bundling of the usage of the same product over time. Sales can be more pro…table than rental because the former provides a mean for a durable goods monopolist to price discriminate. We provide two models in which the above result holds. (JEL L10, L68)
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Beginning with Coase (1972), a large literature has shown that selling a durable good is less pro…table than renting it, since a monopolist faces a time-inconsistency problem in selling its output. However, sales of durable goods are ubiquitous and in many markets it is the dominant form of contracts. To reconcile the theory with evidence, a number of explanations have been put forth. They include the use of sales to deter entry (Bucovetsky and Chilton 1986, Bulow 1986), a moral hazard problem associated with rental concerning consumer maintenance decisions (Mann 1992), reliance on marketing intermediaries (Purohit 1995), di¤erences between leased goods and sold goods in their depreciation rates (Desai and Purohit 1998), consumers’overestimation of product durability (Goering 2000) and stochastic consumer valuations (Biehl 2001).1 In this paper, we provide a new explanation based on the idea that sales can serve as a form of intertemporal bundling. The intuition can be easily understood. Suppose that a durable good lasts two periods. We can view the use of the same good in di¤erent periods as two di¤erent goods. Thus sales is equivalent to a pure bundling strategy while rental is equivalent to unbundled sales. If consumers’willingness to pay for the use of the same good in di¤erent periods are negatively correlated, then sales can be more pro…table than rental.2 There are markets that exhibit this pattern. For example, a durable good owned by a high valuation consumer may depreciate faster than one owned by a low valuation consumer, either due to intensive use or due to technology advance.3 In the following, we develop two 1



Biehl (2001) is probably the closest to our paper. In both papers, a consumer’s value for the same durable product changes over time. In his model, the change is due to uncertainty in consumer valuation; sales may be more pro…table because it eliminates informational rents enjoyed by consumers. But in our model, the change is due to depreciation of the durable good; sales may be more pro…table because it facilitates price discrimination. 2 That pure bundling can serve as a useful price discrimination device if there is a negative correlation among buyers’ reservation prices for the two products was …rst suggested by Stigler (1963) and analyzed further by Adams and Yellen (1976). 3 Several recent papers model durability as the speed with which the quality of a product deteriorates (Waldman 1996, 1997, Hendel and Lizzeri 1999). In this sense, our result suggests that sales can be more pro…table than rental if the durability of a product is negatively correlated with a consumer’s initial valuation of the product.



models to illustrate these two possibilities and demonstrate the superiority of sales contracts over rental in those cases.



I.



Technology Obsolescence



In this section, we study the case in which the useful life of a durable good may be shortened by technology advance. The model is couched on software markets,4 where technology advance is rapid and …rms introduce frequent upgrades. We consider a two-period model, with periods t = 1 and t = 2. In period 1, the …rst generation of the product is supplied by a single producer, M ; in period 2, other …rms enter the market and as a result the second generation of the product is competitively supplied at the marginal cost.5;6 As in Ellison and Fudenberg (2000), we assume that both generations of products involve zero marginal costs, but each consumer incurs a setup cost of c when she starts to use a new product. On the demand side, there are two groups of consumers, denoted by H and L. Consumer group j consists of a continuum of nonatomic consumers of mass nj , j = H; L. All consumers stay in the market for two periods. In each period, an individual in this market consumes either zero or one unit of the product. Each consumer in group H derives a gross bene…t V1H (respectively, V2H ) per period from the consumption of a unit of the …rst (respectively, second) generation of the product; each consumer in group L derives a gross bene…t V1L (respectively, V2L ) per period from the consumption of a unit of the …rst (respectively, second) generation of the product. To show our main result and reduce the number of cases that need to be considered, the analysis that follows assumes the following restrictions on the parameters: V2H 4



c > V1H >



While copyright infringement is a possible concern, it is unlikely the main reason for the dearth of rental contracts in software retail markets. Many software vendors o¤er trial versions that can be used for a limited period of time. It should pose no great di¢ culty to use a similar scheme to implement a rental policy. 5 It is rather straightforward to explicitly model period 2 competition, but little additional insight can be gained. 6 Examples of simultaneous technology advance and market entry are numerous. Eudora is one of the …rst popular email clients. In 1996, Eudora Pro 3.0 was sold at $89; a year later, after the release of Microsoft Outlook Express and Netscape Messenger, Eudora Pro 4.0 was sold at $39. Qualcomm Press Releases, Oct. 16, 1996 and Dec. 08, 1997.
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2V1L > c > V2L . The …rst inequality implies that group H consumers always switch to the second generation of product in period 2; the second inequality implies that H consumers are willing to buy the …rst generation of product at a price of 2V1L even if it becomes obsolete in period 2; the third inequality implies that it is socially optimal to serve group L consumers and the last inequality implies that group L consumers do not switch to the second generation of the product even if it is competitively supplied. Proposition 1 In the speci…ed parameter ranges, sales are at least as pro…table as rental and are strictly more pro…table if nL (2V1L



c) > nH (V1H



2V1L ):



Proof. Suppose that M rents its product. Since c > V1L ; a group L consumer will continue to rent in period 2 if it has rented in the previous period but otherwise will stay out of the market. In period 1, depending on the size of nH and nL ; M chooses whether or not to cover group L consumers. Its total pro…ts are either



1 r



= nH (V1H



2 r



c) or



= (nH + nL ) (V1L



c) + nL V1L : Now suppose that M sells its product. Since group L consumers will use the product in both periods, their valuation of the …rst generation of the product is 2V1L : Since V1H > 2V1L , M will always sell to group H consumers. Depending on the size of nH and nL ; M chooses whether or not to cover group L consumers. Its total pro…ts are either 2 s



nH ) or



= nH (V1H



1 s



= (2V1L



c)(nL +



c):



To compare M 0 s pro…ts in the two cases, we consider three intervals for nL ; i.e., [0; nH (V1H 2V1L )=(2V1L V1L )=(2V1L



c)]; (nH (V1H



2V1L )=(2V1L



c); nH (V1H
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c)] and (nH (V1H



c); 1]:
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c)]; then
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2 s
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2 s:



Sales are as



pro…table as rental. (ii) If nL 2 (nH (V1H 2 s



>



1 r:



V1L )=(2V1L



c)]; then
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1 r



but



Sales are more pro…table.



(iii) If nL 2 (nH (V1H



V1L )=(2V1L



c); 1]; then 4



2 s



>



2 r



>



1 r.



Sales are more pro…table.



The intuition behind the above result can be easily illustrated with a numerical example. Let V1L = 2; V2L = 2:5; V1H = 5; V2H = 10; c = 3; nH = 1; nL = 2: Since V2H



V1H > c;



competition and the emergence of a better technology makes the …rst generation of product obsolete in period 2 for high valuation consumers.7 Hence, group H consumers’willingness to pay for the use of the …rst generation of the product is 5 in period 1 and 0 in period 2, while group L consumers are willing to pay 2 in each period. If M rents the product, then it is equivalent to selling two products separately, one being the period 1 usage and the other being the period 2 usage. Since consumer preferences for the usages in the two periods are negatively correlated, it is more pro…table to sell usages in both periods together in a bundle and that is exactly what sales are. A key assumption in the above model is that technology advance creates more value for high valuation consumers than for low valuation consumers.8 This implies di¤erent durability of the same product for di¤erent consumers: it is perfectly durable for low valuation consumers since they have no incentive to upgrade, but it is less durable for high valuation consumers as it becomes obsolete in the second period. Thus the di¤erence in the two groups of consumers’willingness to pay for the sales of the product is smaller than the di¤erence in their willingness to pay for the rental. This means that sales can reduce the e¤ective dispersion of consumer valuation and allow the monopolist to extract a greater portion of the potential surplus from all consumers. 7



More elaborate models of planned obsolescence can be found in Waldman (1993) and Choi (1994). This is probably true for many software programs. In discussing a durable goods monopolist’s incentive to introduce economic obsolescence under rapid technology innovation, Lee and Lee (1998) states: "In contrast (to business users), home users may not obtain a big incremental utility from the new generation PCs since most basic functions are provided by the old generation PCs." (Parenthesis added). Darrell Proctor o¤ers advice to consumers: "If you’re really into computing, spring for an upgrade to Vista when it hits the consumer market. If you’re happy with your current setup and don’t need the new features, there’s no urgency to upgrade now.", "Casual users don’t need to rush to upgrade system", Rocky Mountain News, May 31, 2006. 8
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II.



Intensity of Usage



In this section, we consider a model of hardware markets, in which the intensive use of a durable product may shorten its useful life. Borrowing insights from Chen and Ross (1993, 1999), we show that sales allow a monopolist to extract rents from high valuation consumers through aftermarket services. Therefore, a durable goods monopolist that has the ability to commit to future output levels may …nd it more pro…table to sell than it is to rent. In this market, there is a continuum of consumers, indexed by a parameter d. Each period an individual consumes at most one unit of a durable product. A consumer of type d derives a gross bene…t d each period from the consumption of a unit of the durable product. The value of d is represented by the cumulative distribution function F (d), strictly increasing with continuous density f (d) on the closed interval [a; b]. The durable product lasts two periods, but it may break with a probability of q after one period of usage. The probability of a breakdown increases with a consumer’s intensity of usage, which in turn is increasing in d. Speci…cally, q = q(d); where q 0 > 0 and 0



q(d)



1.



In other words, a higher valuation consumer uses the product more intensively and thus makes it more likely to break. A broken unit can be restored to its original condition by the manufacturer at the beginning of period 2. Both the product market and the (repair) service market are monopolized by the same manufacturer, M: It costs c to produce a new unit and m to service a broken unit. If M chooses to rent, then consumers return the entire stock at the end of period 1. The monopolist inspects and repairs broken units before renting them out in period 2. To streamline exposition, we assume that the cost of repair is so low that all broken units will be repaired.9 For it to be pro…table to repair all broken units requires that the marginal value of the last unit purchased exceeds the cost of repair: level of d. An assumption that m



0



(d)



m, at the pro…t maximizing



c=(1 + ), as shown below in the proof of Proposition 2,



will be su¢ cient to guarantee that all repairs are made under a rental policy. 9



A similar assumption is made by Chen and Ross (1999).
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If M chooses to sell, following Chen and Ross (1993, 1999), we assume that the price of period 2 repairs, r, is speci…ed along with the price of the product itself, p1 ; at the time when a unit is sold in period 1. In addition, we assume that M can commit to its period 2 price of the product, p2 ; by appending clauses such as a money-back guarantee to the sale contract. In other words, a contract o¤ered by M in period 1 speci…es values for three variables: p1 ; p2 and r. There is no secondhand market for used products in the second period, possibly due to adverse selection problems. A consumer’s type and her usage cannot be observed by M: Thus in each period the monopolist o¤ers all consumers the same menu of prices for buying or renting output. Finally, the …rm and all consumers are risk neutral and have a common discount factor , where 0



< 1.



Proposition 2 Sales are more pro…table than rental. Proof. First, we observe that M can always limit its sales to period 1 by setting p2 in…nitely high. Next we show that sales are more pro…table than rental even if products are only sold in period 1. In this case, M ’s pro…ts from sales are S = maxp1 ;r f[p1 (1 + [1 q(p1 )]) c][1 Rb F (p1 )] + (r m) max(p1 ;r) q(x)f (x)dxg. Its pro…ts from rental are R = maxd f[(1 + )d Rb c][1 F (d)] m d q(x)f (x)dxg: Denote by d the solution to its rental pro…t maximization



S problem. Thus S (p1 = d ; r = d ) = [d (1 + [1 q(d )]) c][1 F (d )] + (d Rb Rb m) d q(x)f (x)dx = [d (1 + ) c][1 F (d )] + (d m)f d [q(x) q(d )]f (x)dxg > [d (1 + Rb ) c][1 F (d )] m d q(x)f (x)dx = R :



Last we verify that, under the rental policy, M will repair all broken units in period 2



if m



c=(1 + ): Its period 2 marginal revenue is d



condition, we know that d



[1



[1



F (d)]=f (d): From the …rst-order



F (d)]=f (d)jd=d = [c + mq(d )]=(1 + )



m.



To see the basic intuition behind the above result, we can consider a numerical example. Suppose that there are only two types of consumers, light users and heavy users, in equal proportions. A light user (respectively, a heavy user) obtains a gross bene…t 7 (respectively,
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10) from using the product each period. The product never breaks under light usage, but it may break with a probability of 1/2 under heavy usage. Similar to the …rst model, here durability of the product decreases with consumers’initial valuation. This means that owning the product is worth 7 each period for light users, but is worth 10 in period 1 and 5 in period 2 for heavy users. If the product is rented, then the rental price will be 7 each period for a total revenue of 14 (under zero discount); if the product is sold, then the sales revenue alone will be 14, in addition to the revenue from repair services. More generally, we can see that rental in the above model is just a special case of sales, in which repairs are made with no charge. Therefore, rental can never be more pro…table than sales. By raising the fee for repair services, the monopolist can extract more surplus over time from high valuation consumers, whose intensive usage is more likely to break the product. Essentially, a sales policy allows the monopolist to price discriminate consumers based on their usage and thus enhances its ability to capture consumer surplus.



III.



Conclusion



In this paper, we provide two models in which a sales policy is more pro…table than rental for a durable goods monopolist. Our results are obtained under the assumption that the monopolist has the ability to commit to future outputs. Therefore, they do not contradict the well known result that a rental policy gives the monopolist the highest possible payo¤ consistent with the existence of heterogeneous consumers, but they do illustrate the superiority of a sales policy over rental in certain cases and thus may help explain the frequent uses of sales in some durable goods markets. In deriving the results, we have made some simplifying assumptions, in particular the use of two-period models and the assumption of exogenous intensities of usage in model 2. While analytically convenient, they constrain the models’applicability. It will thus be useful to address these issues in future researches.
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